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Siemens’ NX provides multidisciplinary tools
for product development in a unified platform
 Integration with Mentor Graphics technology provides connectivity for true
multidisciplinary design
 Generative design tools enable optimized organic designs, combining facet
modeling with traditional models utilizing Convergent Modeling technology
 New additive manufacturing capabilities introduced for product
development and 3D printing for industrial production
Siemens today announced the latest version of the company’s NX™ software.
Building on its legacy of best-in-class customer deployment readiness and data
preservation, the latest version delivers the next generation of design, simulation
and manufacturing solutions that enable companies to realize the value of the digital
twin in the end-to-end process. This latest release unites electrical, mechanical and
control systems through close integration with Mentor Graphics Capital and
Xpedition portfolios for electrical systems, harness and PCB design. Combined they
provide the only true multidisciplinary platform available in the market today.

At the highest level, NX underpins tools used for systems driven product
development based on the RFLP (Requirements, Functional, Logical and Physical)
methodology, which now provides a significant connection between the logical and
physical abstractions in both electrical and mechanical domains. Building on
Convergent Modeling™ technology that allows designers to seamlessly work and
model with mesh geometry in combination with precise geometry, the new version
combines tools for design optimization, advanced geometry creation, freeform
shapes and parametric design to make generative design a reality.
“This latest version of NX is clearly a major milestone for Siemens and their
customers,” said Allan Behrens of Taxal. “Moving beyond previous convergent
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technology to encompass significant developments in areas of generative, additive
and multidisciplinary design is impressive. With such significant additions, I’d
suggest that clients will be delighted to see past and future investments evolve to
deliver leading-edge capabilities for tomorrow’s more demanding, often complex
product design and manufacturing ecosystems. These developments are part of a
larger roll-out that also touches on areas including large assembly performance and
model based engineering. The recent addition of Mentor’s EDA, electrical and
embedded technologies, and the remarkably rapid integration of the electrical
systems, harness and PCB elements with the NX ecosystem provides Siemens with
unique solution coverage capabilities that go well beyond their competitors and are
highly valuable for many, not least those in the automotive and aerospace
industries.”

Electronics are fast becoming essential to all products, regardless of industry,
making it more important than ever that electrical and mechanical designers
collaborate throughout the product development process. Employing technology
from recently acquired Mentor Graphics, the latest version of NX provides a direct
connection between the design of electrical and mechanical systems. Linking the
electrical tools and the 3D model, enables co-design including cross-probing,
allowing designers of wiring diagrams and harnesses to work much more closely
together, preventing costly and time-consuming rework due to electromechanical
issues.

Multidisciplinary work is not limited to electrical design. Industries involving large
amounts of piping, such as ship building, will benefit from close integration between
instrumentation diagrams and 2D schematic layouts. New tools in NX allow
engineers to lay out piping and instrumentation diagrams in two dimensions, while
maintaining the design tied to the 3D space model. This synchronization can help
eliminate errors and save time as teams work more closely than ever before.
“As embedded technology continues to increase in complexity, it is critical for
product design tools to stay ahead of the multidisciplinary technology needed to
effectively create and innovate these advanced products,” said Bob Haubrock,
senior vice president of Product Engineering Software, Siemens PLM Software.
“With the latest version of NX, Siemens is providing a true multi-disciplinary
platform, combining mechanical, electrical and control systems. Close collaboration
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between each of these design facets will eliminate errors, provide savings in time
and cost, and ultimately enable our customers to drive more innovative designs.”

With increasing pressure to deliver products to market more quickly, generative
design is now a necessity in product development. Integrating a wide variety of tools
gives designers more flexibility and choice when dealing with complex geometries.
Using these technologies in combination also allows companies to go beyond
traditional solutions that focus solely on optimizing shape in order to achieve truly
multidisciplinary design.

In the constant drive to reduce component weight and improve resource usage,
companies are looking to incorporate lattice structures into design in order to meet
these goals without compromising on strength and structural integrity. The latest
version of NX delivers new approaches to design for additive manufacturing,
including the ability to add lattice. Convergent Modeling makes it possible to work
directly with faceted geometry such as these lattice structures, saving companies
from the lengthy data conversion process normally required. This enables
companies to deliver lighter, stronger products to market in much less time.
“The fact that the faceted geometry now comes in as a convergent body and
behaves pretty much as a sheet or solid body is very beneficial. It will make our
workflow much more efficient and save time that we can spend on other things, such
as more projects,” added Jonas Brochman, engineering method specialist of
Manufacturing Engineering, GKN Aerospace Engine Systems, Sweden. “The ability
to associatively compensate and reposition the faceted scan data of hardware in an
associative and controlled way will greatly help us to increase efficiency and
resulting quality.”

With this latest release, NX software upholds its decades-long legacy as the best-inclass solution for preserving customer data. It is possible, without any data
translation, to open existing customer data from any previous release of NX and
work with it directly in the latest version today. For further information, please see
https://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/t5/NX-Design-Blog/bgp/NXDesignNews.
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Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of the Siemens Digital Factory Division, is a
leading global provider of software solutions to drive the digital transformation of
industry, creating new opportunities for manufacturers to realize innovation. With
headquarters in Plano, Texas, and over 140,000 customers worldwide, Siemens
PLM Software works with companies of all sizes to transform the way ideas come to
life, the way products are realized, and the way products and assets in operation are
used and understood. For more information on Siemens PLM Software products
and services, visit www.siemens.com/plm.
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Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_press
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active in more than 200 countries,
focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of
energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and
power transmission solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software
solutions for industry. The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT.
In fiscal 2016, which ended on September 30, 2016, Siemens generated revenue of €79.6 billion and net income of
€5.6 billion. At the end of September 2016, the company had around 351,000 employees worldwide. Further
information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.

Note: Siemens and the Siemens logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Siemens AG. NX, Simcenter and
Teamcenter are trademarks or registered trademarks of Siemens Product Lifecycle Management Software Inc. or its
subsidiaries in the United States and in other countries. All other trademarks, registered trademarks or service
marks belong to their respective holders.
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